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Safe Fully Automated Driving on Roads and 
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Pie in the Sky or Future Reality? 
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Les prédictions sont risquées, surtout celles qui concernent le futur 

Full Automation % Autonomy? 

Fully Automated Driving > Human Driving? 

Challenging Safety-Critical Scenarios 
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zipper merging, 
congested exit ramp 

conflicting lane changes zipper merging, 
congested on-ramp 

Challenging SC scenarios: limited or no visibility (NLOS), dense 
traffic, small inter-vehicular distances, medium-high velocities 

   emergency lane 

≈  3 m spacing 

Z1 

Z2 
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Self Driving Vehicles—What For? (1) 

Accidents: ≈ 90% caused by humans 
≈ 20% due to alcohol or drugs 

2010 fatalities 
France: 3,994   
USA: 32,885 

Humans  ⇒ replaced by 
technology as much as possible 

1st half 2015, USA 
* 2.2 million were 
seriously injured 
* Estimated bill for 
traffic deaths, injuries 
and property damage 
is $152 billion  (24% 
higher than 2014) 

More than 1.24 million people die 
worldwide as a result of road traffic 

accidents each year 

Goal R % accident ratio: divided by 10 

Human life/property savings 
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Self Driving Vehicles—What For? (2) 

Worldwide: billions of hours/month of 
human time wasted in driving                   

(commuting, trucking, …) 

Humans replaced by technology 
⇒ they can do something else! 

USA (Harvard Medical School): a driver spends 101 minutes/day 
behind the wheel 

France: a driver spends 50 minutes/day behind the wheel 

work relax, access digital media  search & buy 

Human time savings 
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Self Driving Vehicles—What For? (3) 

Condition for fulfilling R and P:  

no/zero human time devoted to driving supervision 

USA (DoT, Forbes, McKinsey, …):  potential profits 
≈ $5 trillion/year 

Goal P: to reap 100% of potential profits 

Doable? 
Autonomous vehicles (AU) Fully Automated vehicles (FullAU) 
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Differences? 

 Autonomous Vehicles: Humans are discharged from driving 
… … most of the time  

 Fully Automated Vehicles: No human intervention, ever 

►The automotive & OEM industry, the newcomers (Google, Tesla, …) 
Progressive approach: 

ADAS/Driver assistance++ ⇒ Autonomy ⇒ Autonomy++ 
Humans must be vigilant, reverting to manual driving 

« whenever needed » … 

Google’s first self-driving car accident (Aug 2011)  ► 

►Google, others (city cybercars) & OEM industry 
                          Disruptive approach: 
« If I work really hard at jumping, one day I’ll be able to fly » 
                          (C. Urmson, Google) 
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Techno/Capabilities for AU and FullAU Vehicles (2015)  

►LOS perception 

 Longitudinal & lateral  
     neighborhood awareness 
 Final fine-tuning of maneuvers  
    (last decimeters / milliseconds) 

►Medium range (≈ 250 m) omnidirectional   
    (360°) NLOS radio communications  
    (connected/cooperative cars) 

Lasers, radars, lidars, cameras 

 IEEE 802.11p & 1609 
 ETSI ITS-G5 

►GNSS space-time coordinates (GPS, Glonass, Galileo, …), emaps 

only V2V for 
SC coms 

V2I 
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Limitations 

►Failures (temporary, permanent)  diversified redundancy (?)  

 No upper bounds on channel access delays 
     ⇒ CSMA-CA and random back-off  
              antagonistic with safety!  
 Worst-case for a 10-lane highway:  
≈ 400 vehicles in mutual radio interference.  

X 
T 

Probability of experiencing delays higher than 
T = 50 ms < 10-?  

►Standards for NLOS omnidirectional communications /  
    CSMA-CA MAC protocol  

►Inaccuracies (GNSS, distances, …), weather (lidars  rain), …  

Impossible to guarantee deliveries of V2V 
messages within acceptable latencies!!! 
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SAE Levels of Driving Automation 
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AU (SAE level 5) Vehicles versus FullAU Vehicles 

Obvious corollary: “Under all existing roadway and environmental 
conditions, AU level 5 vehicles will be as safe as human-driven 

vehicles, but no more”.  
Whether goal R can be fulfilled with level 5 vehicles under all roadway 

and environmental conditions is an open question.  
FullAU vehicles  a more ambitious vision: 

 the ability for an automated driving system to handle correctly all 
future roadway and environmental conditions, including those not 

well managed by human drivers.  
Given the 90% and 20% figures quoted above  keeping humans-in-the-loop 

prohibits fulfilment of goals R and P.  Estimate:  only 50%  

With AU vehicles, accident ratio is divided by ≈ 5 and potential 
profits made in the US amount to ≈ $2.5 trillion/year, figures 

doubled when moving from level 5 to FullAU vehicles. 
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Safety properties:  
► Immunity: no « bad » states (no accidents, no environmental catastrophes,…) 
► Vivacity: desired « good » states are entered (risk-free maneuvers are 
     performed as intended, in time) 

Proactive safety ≡ immunity and vivacity ≡ FullAU 
you protect yourself and others, via mutual agreement strategies (risk-

prone maneuvers are declared and granted, prior to being undertaken). 

Reactive safety ≡ immunity ≡ AU 
you (try to) protect yourself, via avoidance 

strategies, having no control over other vehicles. 

AU cars unable to move (not « agressive » enough) or keeping big gaps 
with other cars or decelerating when overtaking is attempted … Why? 

AU car X 

No difference between AU car X 
and any human-driven car! 
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End of the Fairy Tales Era 

Sergey Brin, 29 Sept. 2015:  
“I don’t think we are going to see [a world with] no human drivers anytime soon” 

“Self-driving cars can also be driven manually” 
“Google intends to largely remove humans from the process [of driving]” 

Gartner places autonomous 
vehicles at the pinnacle of hype 

(Image Gartner) 
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Human Factors—Liability/Safety Issues 

Google, 15 Sept. 2015: User interface for displaying 
internal state of autonomous driving system,          

US Patent n° US 9,134,729 B1  
If the passenger identifies an emergency situation, the 
passenger may take control of the vehicle immediately. 

For example, passenger may see an obstacle which 
computer has not identified…  

Q1: How can a passenger know for sure that an obstacle has not been 
identified by the on-board computer?   

Q2: What if a passenger intervention results in an accident and inspection 
of the on-board recorder reveals afterwards that the computer was in full 

control of the situation? 

In SC scenarios, acceptable reaction latencies ≈ 1 or 2 seconds 

When Tesla owners activate their car’s new Autopilot 7.0 feature, a warning 
appears in a small box at the bottom of the dashboard: 

Always keep your hands on the wheel. Be prepared to take over at any time.  
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End of the Fairy Tales Era 

Legislation: 
     undergoing profound changes 

Authority sharing:  
     a grey area, even in mature SC domains 
     (defense, air transportation, etc.) 

► Why take financial risks? AU driving is « economically safer » than FullAU 
     driving, since it enables blaming the human passenger no matter what! 
► Human intelligence cannot be challenged by AI or algorithms 

► What about humans who cannot/shall not drive [kids, disabled (≈ 20% in the 
     US), old, unlicenced (≈ 25% in the US), …] 
► Profits missed with AU driving way too high 
► Must be prepared for the days when « blaming the human passenger no 
     matter what » is no longer accepted 
► Stay ahead of competition (patents, 1st to deliver, etc.) 

AU or FullAU? Pointless debate unless it can be shown that 
FullAU driving is feasible…  Challenging SC scenarios! 

Pro AU 

Pro FullAU 
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string 

End of the Vehicle Centric Era 

Safety Issues? Intelligent Vehicular Networks (IVNs) 
40 years ago: « the computer »  the Web/Internet 

Up to now: « the vehicle »  IVNs (ad hoc, possibly short-lived) 

  ► Single lane formations (platoons, strings, cohorts)  
                          longitudinal control/safety issues 
  ► Multilane formations (groups)  
                              lateral control/safety issues 

V2V communications 

IVNs (a.k.a. VANETs) composed of: 

group N2N communications 
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Ad Hoc Strings with a Specification  Cohorts 

16 

vehicle motion 

cohort head CH 

inter-cohort spacing Sct/ch such that CH always stops without hitting CT… 
… in the absence of telemetry failures 

cohort tail CT 

smin  ≤  sxy  ≤  smax 

inter-vehicle spacing sxy is safe … in the absence of telemetry failures 

Smin  ≤  Sct/ch 

X Y 

accelerations  < ac  //  decelerations < dc  //  members have ranks, from 1 to n, 
n members, n ≤ nmax // …  
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Cohorts: 

Safety despite telemetry failures, without sacrificing efficiency 
 

vehicle motion 

CH CT 

σmin  ≤  σxy  ≤  σmax 

S°  ≤  Sct/ch 

      
  

  
   
          

    

X Y 

N2N (longitudinal) 
coms 

σmin = smin + c      

V2V (omnidirectional) 
coms 

σmin ≡ counterpart of smin in the presence of telemetry failures 
smin ≈ 3 m // If c « too large », forget about efficiency 

c = π2δmaxη/2(1-η)    π ≡ N2N beaconing period  
Realistic values of parameters, π = 100 ms (10 Hz)    c = 0.13 m 
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Additional Techno/Capabilities for FullAU Vehicles (beyond 2015)  

►Strings with a specification  cohorts (platoons a particular case) 
 Up to nmax members, very small safe (speed dependent) inter-

neighbor gaps. Rationale: minimize number of rear-end  
     collisions in case of « brick wall » conditions  
 Safe (speed dependent) inter-cohort spacing 
►Short range (≈ 20 m) LOS directional (≈ 30°)  
    N2N communications (forward & backward 
    looking antennas, radio or optics (VLC, …)) message (X, i) 

X 
message (Y, j) 

Y 

►Deterministic MAC level protocol for N2N communications; 
   exact worst-case bounds for channel access (analytical formulae) 

►String/cohort-wide algorithms for time-bounded message 
    dissemination, for inter-vehicular agreement/consensus 
 ►Event/data recorders (post-crash inspection, …) 

►Protocols for reliable message deliveries (ARQ protocols are invalid) 
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Additional Techno/Capabilities for FullAU Vehicles (beyond 2015)*  

►Short range (≈ 20 m) omnidirectional V2V communications:  
    Radio: power controlled versions of IEEE and ETSI standards (enough for 
        3WH across 2 or 3 or 4 adjacent lanes) 
     Optics: LEDs, … 

►3-way handshake (3WH) within short-lived multilane groups: 
           1 multicast request (Z), unicast responses, unicast confirmations (Z) 

►Deterministic MAC level protocols for short range radio 
    omnidirectional V2V communications (cannot be CSMA-CA) 

Z group 

*Beyond safety (this presentation’s focus), AU/FullAU vehicles and IVNs need 
be  endowed with other properties (e.g., privacy, integrity, security, 

dependability, …)  in the presence of accidental failures and intentional attacks. 
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Some Misconceptions  

►Emaps and beaconing needed for the handling of SC scenarios.  
     Wrong. Accidents may only occur among vehicles in close proximity, in which 

     case local and relative data suffice (relative positions, velocities, …). 

►Many solutions currently worked out may become obsolete  
    sooner than expected 

  Notably AU solutions based on overlooking that all mobile entities will be 
     “augmented” and shall abide to new behavioral rules, mandated by law, insurers, … 

►Safety issues belong to Mobility Management (planning, global 
    supervision, access control, …). 

Wrong. See further (3 SC scenarios). Obvious: split-second decisions are  
      out of reach of planning-like solutions. 

►Solution (on-board, infrastructure) correctness issues boil 
    down to software correctness issues.  

     Wrong. A piece of software implements some given specification S. Question: 
    where does S come from? Is it proven that S is correct vis-à-vis some initial 
     set of requirements, necessarily expressed informally (in natural language)? 
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S 

Obstructive truck T 

Cars X and Y want to overtake T, i.e. occupy (moving) asphalt slot S 
Y 

X 

(who goes first in slot S?) 

                              Possible outcomes with AU vehicles: 
(i) Maneuvers are attempted at different times. Luck! 
(ii) Maneuvers are attempted at about the same time. X and Y detect the 
hazardous condition. Both abort the intended lane changes. Ad infinitum? 
                                              Immunity, no vivacity.  
(iii) Maneuvers are attempted at about the same time. A crash occurs, most likely 
the case at high velocities, when neither X nor Y reacts in due time (i.e. “return” 
to their respective lanes).  
                               Immunity and vivacity requirements are violated.  

Scenario A 
(NLOS conditions) 
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S 

Obstructive truck T 

Cars X and Y want to overtake T, i.e. occupy (moving) asphalt slot S 
Y 

X 

(who goes first in slot S?) 

Concurrent 3WH by X and Y, both involving truck T 
                       Only 2 possible outcomes with FullAU vehicles: 
 T grants one requestor (say Y) and turns down the other (say X) 
 Winner (Y) confirms and starts moving toward slot S 
 Loser (X) aborts, and triggers a new 3WH involving T and Y 
 T and Y grant X’s request. X confirms, and starts moving to lane on its right 

(inserted between Y and T) 
                     Immunity and vivacity properties hold true.  

Scenario A 
(NLOS conditions) 
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bidirectional N2N messaging 

String/Cohort Control (e.g., perfect stability)  

Time-bounded message (M) dissemination algorithm  
θ ≡ message M transmission time, n ≡ number of string members. 
Worst-case latency for channel access is λ(h) = 2hθ, small integer h. 
Worst-case time for a string-wide ack’ed message dissemination, in the presence 
of f message or ack losses, is Δ(n,f) < 2θ [n-1+h(f+1)].    
Assume θ = 1 ms, h = 4, n = 18, and f = 6:         λ = 8 ms         Δ < 90 ms  

At 108 km/h, string-wide message dissemination is completed while             
string members move by less than 2.7 m. 

Ex. 1: M carries UTC time for velocity adjustment                          
                     ⇒ shock waves are eliminated (unfeasible with CACC)! 

Ex. 2: M carries cohort topology ≡ n triples {rank, spacing with pred, size} 
                                   CT(K,t) = [{1,nil,5}, {2,6,9}, {3,8,5}, …] 
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Brick wall condition in 
lane j (e.g., accident) 

Scenario B  
(NLOS conditions) 

Z Car Z wants to move to lane j (does not « see » accident ahead) 
(Z must not change lane)  

  cohorts 

S(v) 

Q P 

AU vehicles  concurrently, (1) Z moves to lane j (to be inserted between P 
and Q), (2) vehicles in lane j brake abruptly, step by step (LOS devices) 

Outcome (besides no crashes due to luck):  
A crash occurs, involving P, Z, Q, and successor (Q). Vulnerability window = 

aggregated stepwise reaction latencies with LOS devices for 7 vehicles (≈ 1 or 2 s, 
i.e. between 30 m and 60 m travelled at 108 km/h, enough for creating accidents). 
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Brick wall condition in 
lane j (e.g., accident) 

Scenario B  
(NLOS conditions) 

Z Car Z wants to move to lane j (does not « see » accident ahead) 
(Z must not change lane)  

  cohorts 

S(v) 

Q P 

FullAU vehicles  concurrently, (1) Z triggers a 3WH involving nearby 
vehicles in lane j, (2) vehicles in lane j perform a downstream dissemination of 

N2N emergency message EM “accident ahead, stop, no insertion allowed” while 
braking abruptly in quasi synchrony 

Possible outcomes (besides no crashes due to luck):  
(i) No crash occurs whenever EM reaches P prior to first message of 3WH 
(ii) In the opposite case, vulnerability window (for a crash) with f = 1:         
                            Δ(7,1) < 28 ms, i.e. < 84 cm travelled at 108 km/h 

dissemination of EM 

3WH 
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On-ramp merging at medium/high velocities, small inter-vehicular gaps, 
and « poor » conditions (NLOS, congestion, wet surface, night, …) 

Alternated interleaving ≡ multiple concurrent 
3WH completed in almost 0 time? 

Can this be fully automated? 

On-Ramp Zipper Merging  

Humans do it reasonably well, at low/medium velocities and in 
LOS conditions (eye-to-eye “agreements” + cognitive capabilities). 

Scenario C  
(NLOS conditions) 
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AU vehicles? 
LOS perception: too late (no advance knowledge) 
 Worst outcomes: crashes 
 Best outcomes: abrupt ac/decelerations 

V2V communications (as per current standards): 
                  1 3WH per on-ramp vehicle  
         astronomic delays (100s contenders) 
 Inevitable outcome: crashes 

FullAU vehicles? 
1 3WH per on-ramp cohort head (number of contenders divided by n)  
V2V communications (as per current standards): 
                         smaller delays (10s contenders)  
 V2V communications as per future solutions (short-range radios, 
deterministic MAC protocol): small bounded delays (few contenders)  
 Dissemination of cohort topologies (worst-case latency Δ(n,f)) 
  Outcome: no crashes, no abrupt ac/decelerations 
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Q (rank 2) 

R (rank 3) 

V W 

V 

W 

Q P R 

on-ramp cohort K 

P (rank 1) 

U 

lane 1 

≡ 3WH performed by P, pred(U), U and V 
Outputs: P’s insertion slot between U and V and V’s 

insertion slot between P and Q 

E 

highway cohort H 

3WH followed by dissemination of cohort K (resp., H) topology throughout 
cohort H (resp., K)  advance knowledge of slots to be created 

Example: Initially, CT(K,t) = [{1,nil,5}, {2,3,9}, {3,2,5}, …] 
Post dissemination, CT(K,t’) = [{2,6,9}, {3,8,5}, …] 
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Time-bounded string/cohort-wide message dissemination:  
“Safety in Vehicular Networks—On the Inevitability of Short-Range Directional 

Communications”,  Proc. 14th Intl. Conference on Ad Hoc, Mobile, and Wireless Networks 
(AdHoc-Now 2015), Athens, June-July 2015, Springer LNCS 9143, pp. 347-360. 

http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-319-19662-6_24   

 Some Recent Solutions & WIP  

 
Distributed agreement in IVNs: in preparation  
Secret conversations on highways: in preparation  
How to survive V2V jamming on highways: in preparation   
Vehicular cloudlets for safe driving in cities: in preparation 
 
 ε-delay 3WH for lane changes (merging, overtaking,…) based 

on very cheap existing technology (ε does no depend on number 
of contenders): publications or patents 

A deterministic MAC protocol for short-range directional radio 
communications: under review  

The road to fully automated driving: under review 

http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-19662-6_24
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Digital Invasion 

 

Internet Enernet IVNs 
Human Centric 

Activity 
Energy Transportation 

ITS 

Beyond Robotics and Asimov laws (humans mix with robots): 
Humans are within the robots (AU and FullAU vehicles)  

 
Cyber-Physics  

 Augmented Humans and Capabilities 

● ● ● ●  

● ● ● ●  IoT 
Internet 

of Things 

Smart Cities 
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Mise en perspective 

Géosphère (≈ 4,5 M.années)  

Biosphère (Bactéries ≈ 3,8 m.années / Homo rudolfensis 
≈ 2,9 m.années / Homo habilis ≈ 2,5 m.années) 

Humano-biosphère (Homo sapiens ≈ 200.000 ans / Sumériens 
≈ 9.500 ans) : les humains transforment la biosphère  

Noosphère : les humains se 
transforment eux-mêmes et 
externalisent leurs capacités 

cognitives 
  

les tâches physiques ou 
cognitives consomment du 

temps humain 

Augmented humans 
FullAU cars ≡ external 

prostheses? 
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